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Recent advances on the Web have generated
unprecedented opportunities for individuals around
the world to assemble into teams. And yet, because
of the Web, the nature of teams and how they
are assembled has changed radically. Today, many
teams are ad hoc, agile, distributed, transient entities
that are assembled from a larger primordial network
of relationships within virtual communities. These
assemblages possess the potential to unleash the
high levels of creativity and innovation necessary
for productively addressing many of the daunting
challenges confronting contemporary society. This
article argues that Web science is particularly well
suited to help us realize this potential by making a
substantial interdisciplinary intellectual investment in
(i) advancing theories that explain our socio-technical
motivations to form teams, (ii) the development
of new analytic methods and models to untangle
the unique influences of these motivations on team
assembly, (iii) harvesting, curating and leveraging
the digital trace data offered by the Web to test our
models, and (iv) implementing recommender systems
that use insights gleaned from our richer theoretical
understanding of the motivations that lead to effective
team assembly.
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1. Team assembly

(b) Technology and the assembly of teams
Teams have long been classified according to the extent to which team members act
autonomously [2]. At the low end of the autonomy continuum are manager-led teams whose
members are assigned to come together to execute a task. Self-managing teams are somewhat
more autonomous, determining their internal work processes, whereas self-designing teams are
even more autonomous, assembling themselves and setting their own direction and evaluative
standards. Finally, the most autonomous teams, self-governing, not only have authority for their
assembly, internal processes and overall direction, but also have significant authority to assemble
the relations between teams as they come together to form larger organizational entities.
The Web has fundamentally reshaped the autonomy associated with all of these types of
teams. Even formally constituted teams (i.e. manager-led, self-managing) are becoming more
autonomous as members tap into their ‘project network’ to augment their ‘project team’ [3].
Highly autonomous teams now have the capacity to self-organize across all types of barriers
including cultural and geographical [4,5]. Importantly, people self-organize within the bounds
of traditional organizations, but they also do so outside the boundaries of formal organizations.
In fact, these informal, self-organizing collectives tackle problems, such as the development of
open source software [6–8].

......................................................

The most important and complex decisions in governments, businesses and universities are made
in teams. To solve today’s most critical social and intellectual problems, then, we need teams with
the best possible configuration of people. And yet, as recent events such as the earthquake in
Haiti, the tsunami in Japan and the global financial crises indicate, assembling effective teams at
short notice is a daunting task, for both intellectual and logistical reasons. A central challenge,
catalysed by the Web, is that the size and complexity of teams and how they operate has
changed radically [1]. Even before the recent IT revolution, Hollywood and the construction
engineering industry provided early historical examples of the emergence of ad hoc groups that
brought together people with different skills from their latent networks for a specific task over
a finite time period. Today, unfettered to their local confines and aided by a plethora of spigots
providing information about potential collaborators, individuals exercise much greater autonomy
in assembling teams. Furthermore, teams (such as firefighters) exercise much greater autonomy
in linking with other teams (such as the police) to assemble multi-team systems (MTSs) in order to
accomplish higher order goals (such as disaster response). Clearly, an increasing preponderance
of contemporary teams—in social, political and economic contexts—are ad hoc, agile, flexible,
transient entities that emerge from a larger primordial latent network of relationships for a short
duration to accomplish a wide variety of tasks and then dissolve to be reconstituted only with a
different configuration at some later point in time.
While there is an incipient awareness of how team collaborations can spearhead socioeconomic change, we still have sparse socio-technical knowledge of how potentially globally
distributed teams and systems of teams are assembled, or how a given mode of assembly impacts
effectiveness. Our lack of understanding also hinders efforts at enabling the assembly of effective
teams. This study seeks to address these two limitations by arguing that Web science offers
the perfect interdisciplinary forum to develop a theoretical, methodological and computational
framework to both understand and enable the socio-technical dynamics, shaping the assembly of
teams in distributed global contexts. While there is a vibrant body of related research focused on
developing theories and tools to enable and understand how teams collaborate, this study is more
specifically focused on understanding a precursor to the collaboration itself—the mechanisms by
which collaborations are assembled.
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A relatively recent concept that better captures these more complex collectives is the MTS.
Based on the assumption that no team works in a vacuum, researchers expand the view of team
to include the system level at which inter-team process is one of the core determinants of MTS
and team effectiveness [9–11]. Formally defined, an MTS consists of ‘two or more teams that
interface directly and interdependently in response to environmental contingencies toward the
accomplishment of collective goals’ [12, p. 290]. A key distinction between the team and MTS
arises because of the multi-level goal hierarchy [11]. In teams, members work towards their
self-interest and towards the goals of the team. However, in an MTS, individuals, in addition
to their own motives, have at least two focal collective motives: the team and the MTS. Given that
individuals have finite effort and attentional resources, they must often decide where to allocate
their resources: do they work for the good of the team, or do they work for the good of the larger
system [13]? For instance, while both the firefighting and police teams share a higher level goal of
responding to a disaster, the police team’s goal of protecting any incriminating evidence is often
at odds with the firefighting team’s desire to rescue a life even if it is at the cost of potentially
destroying police evidence.
A major reason why the Web has fundamentally reshaped assembly of teams and MTSs is
the ever-increasing availability of useful information about potential and current collaboration
partners in social and organizational contexts. Prior to the advent of computing technologies,
people relied on a limited range of personal communications and (when available) paper records
to assess the competence and desirability of potential collaborators. The ability of computational
systems to capture and collate large volumes of information about behaviour and performance
gives the contemporary workforce far superior data and metrics to inform their decisions
regarding assembly of teams and MTSs. In addition to these passive recommendations, we are
also witnessing the emergence of more active recommendation systems. These systems include
reputational rating applications, such as those provided by eBay and eLance, and recommender
systems, analogous to those provided in e-commerce sites such as Amazon, but tailored to
recommend particular individuals (e.g. Angie’s List).
One relatively uncharted arena in which recommender systems are likely to have significant
impact is the assembly of virtual teams. Despite the widespread prevalence of virtual teams,
recruitment of members into virtual teams is often conducted on an ad hoc basis rather than by
systematically exploring the expertise and networks among potential team members. Therefore,
a key issue is how to assemble teams that are optimally effective according to various criteria
such as effectiveness, resilience and cohesiveness. In research on teams, this has been historically
reduced to the problem of group composition, which has been studied for several decades (for
a review, see [14]). Generally speaking, bringing the best and brightest individuals together
into the same team does not make it the highest performing team and sometimes fails to
achieve objectives. Research has empirically demonstrated that team composition influences
team performance. For example, gender composition [15], personality [16,17], teamwork
knowledge [18], value and belief [19] and cognitive ability [20] are a few among many attributes
that have been linked to team process and performance.
Over 25 years ago, Moreland [21] called for research on group formation that went beyond
group composition that was focused on the attributes of the individuals rather than the
links among them. He identified several types of social integration and posited their effects
on group formation. Environmental integration influenced the assembly of groups when the
physical, social or cultural environments provided the resources necessary for group formation.
Behavioural integration explained assembly of groups when people became dependent on one
another for the satisfaction of their needs. Affective integration produced groups when people
developed shared feelings. And, finally, cognitive integration explained the emergence of groups
when people became aware of shared personal characteristics. Moreland [21] advocated social
networks as an approach to investigate the influence of these various forms of social integration.
As discussed in §2, the Web has dramatically increased the influence of the network on team
assembly in the past 25 years since then. Happily, the Web has also provided access to the digital
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trace data that could be required by network analysts to explore how these different forms of
social integration influenced team assembly.

......................................................

A new development, in the past decade, has been the growing recognition that teams
operate within complex networks of teams, individuals and external organizations, and that
these network structures—along with size and composition of the team—influence their
effectiveness [22–26]. Hinds et al. [27] found that, when selecting future team members, people
are biased towards others of the same race, others who have a reputation for being competent
and hard-working, and others with whom they have developed strong working relationships
in the past. These results suggest that people strive for predictability when choosing team
members. Based on an investigation of close to 500 National Science Foundation research projects,
Cummings & Kiesler [28] found that collaborating on a team was influenced by three factors:
familiarity, geographical proximity and disciplinary similarity. They also found that working
previously on a team influenced subsequent collaboration by helping overcome geographical and
disciplinary hurdles to future team assembly. Research by Guimera et al. [29] from both artistic
and scientific fields shows that successful teams have a higher fraction of incumbents (people
who are not novices to the effort) when controlling for the size of the team. Teams that are less
diverse typically have lower levels of performance. Further, scientific teams produce high output
only within a narrow band of behaviour. Teams should have incumbents on them about 30–
65% of the time and have repeated ties about 45–90% of the time. Outside these ranges, there
is a distinct drop off of impact. Within, the ‘bliss point’ accounts for 75 per cent of the highest
impact work, whereas, outside, this range accounts for about 80 per cent of the lowest impact
work.
In addition to team assembly, empirical research also points to the importance of networks
on the assembly of MTSs. Three recent studies demonstrate that team interaction processes have
markedly different effects on team and MTS performance. Marks et al. [11] found that, when teams
are highly interdependent, within-team processes are unrelated to performance. Rather, betweenteam processes predict MTS performance. Similarly, DeChurch & Marks [10] found between-team
process explains additional variance in the performance of the MTS after controlling for the
performance of the component teams. Going a step further, Davison et al. [30] found that
directives given to MTSs to increase their overall amount of coordination within the team was
actually detrimental to overall MTS performance. Instead, boundary spanning of key people
was critical to success. The importance of networks to MTS performance is further supported
by work on group social capital. Oh et al. [31] found that team outcomes are maximized when
there are saturated, dense connections among the members of particular teams, but teams are
also connected by bridging relationships. Importantly, Oh et al. [31] found an inverted U-shaped
relationship between the number of cross-team ties and team-level performance.
These studies, although few in number, offer compelling evidence that the network structure of
the team prior to its assembly has an indelible imprint on its effectiveness. Put another way, while
the research on improving collaboration within teams has shown us strategies to make teams
more effective, the networks shaping the assembly of the team provide boundary conditions on
their effectiveness.
Given the incipient yet profoundly influential insights about the impact of the Web and
networks on the assembly of teams and MTSs (hereafter just referred to as teams), the remainder
of this study begins with an exploration of the multiple theoretical motivations for team assembly.
Next, the study describes recent innovations in network analytic techniques that provide an
opportunity to test multi-theoretical models (MTMs) of team assembly. Having theories and
methods are necessary but not sufficient conditions for understanding team assembly. Hence,
§3 explores the pivotal role of the Web in ushering the era of Big Data. Section 7 outlines
the development of recommendation systems that leverage the insights obtained from our
theoretically guided empirical analysis of the factors influencing team assembly.
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2. Networks and the assembly of teams and multi-team systems
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3. Multi-theoretical multi-level model for team assembly
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(1) Theories of self-interest focus on how people make choices that maximize their individual
utility function. That is, they are motivated to assemble in teams that enable them to seek
the personal goals they wish to achieve. For instance, individuals will join a team that has
members with skills they do not possess but might like to learn. Two primary theories in
this area are the theory of social capital [37] and transaction cost economics [38].
(2) Theories of mutual interest and collective action examine how assembling teams
produces collective outcomes unattainable by individual action. People assemble teams
because they believe it serves their mutual interests in accomplishing common or
complementary goals [39]. For instance, individuals might assemble into a team to
contribute modest amounts of expertise or resources which when pooled together can
help them accomplish an activity that was not possible by an individual.
(3) Contagion theories address questions pertaining to the spread of ideas, messages,
attitudes and beliefs in the assembly of teams [40]. For instance, individuals may join
a team simply because other members in the network have joined the team. That is, they
were ‘infected’ by their network to engage in a contagious activity.
(4) Cognitive theories explore the roles that meaning, knowledge and perceptions play in
assembly of teams. Grounded in transactive memory, decisions to assemble into teams are
influenced by who or what people know [41]. For instance, an individual might choose
to join a team because they ‘think’ that other team members have resources they may
need. Or the individual might have resources to offer that they think members in the
team might need.
(5) Exchange and dependency theories explain the assembly of teams on the basis of
the distribution of information and material resources among network members [42].
People seek to assemble with those whose resources they need and who in turn seek
resources they possess. For instance, an individual who needs information about a
disaster response area may join a team with those who have resources to offer victims
so that collectively they can exchange the resources they need with the resources they
can offer.
(6) Homophily and proximity theories account for assembly of teams on the basis of trait
similarity and similarity of place [43]. This would explain the study mentioned earlier [28]
where members were more likely to assemble in teams with others sharing similar
attributes or in geographical proximity.
(7) Balance theories [44,45] posit the assembly of teams being governed by a desire of
consistency in one’s relations. That is, individuals are more likely to assemble in teams
with friends of their friends (transitive triads) rather than with strangers.
(8) Finally, coevolutionary theory posits that teams are typically assembled in the belief that
they will increase overall fitness, measured as performance, survivability, adaptability
and robustness [46]. Coevolutionary theory articulates how teams linked by intra- and
inter-team networks compete and cooperate with each other for scarce resources [47–49].
For instance, members of one team assembled on the basis of homophily might observe
that they are less effective than a competing team which used, say, an assembly
mechanism based on exchange.
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Over the past decade, we have developed a multi-theoretical multi-level (MTML) model to
explain individuals’ motivations to create, maintain, dissolve and reconstitute links with others
in a network [32–35]. More recently, we have extended the model individuals’ motivations to
create, maintain, dissolve or reconstitute a team linkage with another individual [36]. The model
explains these motivations on the basis of attributes of the individuals (such as skill, level, role,
resources) as well as the extant links (such as communication, financial transactions, exchange of
materials or services) among individuals within the network. Next, we discuss the eight families
of MTML mechanisms illustrating their explanation for assembling teams:
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Figure 1. Network structural signatures association with team assembly. (Online version in colour.)
A key insight is that each of these assembly mechanisms has associated with it a distinct
structural signature in the underlying network. Figure 1 shows the structural signatures
associated with six of the eight assembly mechanisms described above. For instance, if a team
were being assembled based on a logic of exchange, one would expect to see a larger number of
reciprocated ties. Likewise, if the team were being assembled based on the logic of homophily,
one would expect to see a larger number of ties between individuals sharing a common attribute
(say, government employees) than those not sharing a common attribute (say, government versus
industry employees). Of course, the premise behind an MTML model is that more than one
mechanism might be contributing to the assembly of teams. In §4, we explore the challenges
to statistically estimate network effects on team assembly and discuss a recent approach that has
much promise.

4. Network analytic strategies for modelling the assembly of teams
The analyses of network data pose significant challenges that make the use of most traditional
data analytic techniques inappropriate. As a result, most of the techniques used to compute
inferential statistics in non-network analysis cannot be applied to network analysis. This is
because a large proportion of inferential statistics used in non-network analysis make the
assumption that the data are independently and identically distributed. Most standard statistical
analyses that focus on attributes of (rather than relations among) individuals are premised on the
assumption that the data are drawn from a distribution where the observations are independent.
For instance, the height of an individual A does not have an impact on the height of an individual
B. But network data observations are not independent of one another. That is, for instance,
the presence of a communication tie between individual A and individual B could conceivably
have an impact on the presence of a communication tie between individual A and some other
individual C. Thus, many of the standard statistical techniques used to analyse attribute data are
not appropriate for analysing network data.
Fortunately, recent advances in network analytic techniques make it possible to statistically
unravel the extent to which any observed network has embodied in it one or more of these
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P(X = x) = κ −1 exp ⎝



⎞
λA zA (x)⎠ ,

A⊆ND

where (i) the summation is over structural signatures of types A; (ii) λA is the parameter
corresponding to structural signatures of type A; (iii) zA (x) is the network statistic corresponding
to structural signature A; and (iv) κ is a normalizing quantity to ensure that (1) is a proper
probability distribution.
The model represents a probability distribution of graphs on a fixed node set, where the
probability of observing a graph depends on the presence of the various structural signatures
hypothesized in the model. One can interpret the structure of a typical graph in this distribution
as the result of cumulating these particular structural signatures. The estimated parameters
provide information about the presence of those structural signatures in the observed data [52]. In
essence, ERGM/p∗ analyses test the likelihood that the observed network was generated from the
theoretically hypothesized structural signatures, thus reflecting the underlying social processes
that lead to team assembly [51,53].
Clearly, techniques such as ERGM/p∗ offer an unprecedented opportunity to test as well
as generate new theoretical insights into the social motivations that explain how teams are
assembled from the primordial networks in which they are embedded. However, until recently,
one major hurdle remained: the lack of large-scale, high-resolution network data that would
be required by these analytic tools in order to test the theoretical motivations outlined earlier.
Section 5 describes how the Web, in addition to catalysing the creation of distributed teams,
has also ushered in an era in which we now have the network data required to understand
team assembly.

5. Harvesting the digital traces from the Web to model the assembly of teams
Until the last couple of decades, most network research relied on surveys and observations
to collect network data. As a result, most studies analysed networks that were fairly small.
Asking individuals to report on a survey their network ties with over 300 other people, for
instance, would lead to what social scientists refer to as respondent fatigue. The same challenges
would apply to individuals manually collecting observational network data. Clearly, traditional
network data-collection approaches do not scale well. But the advent of the Web has substantially
diminished these challenges and has ushered in a new era of ‘computational social science’ where
for the first time social scientists can investigate and explore phenomena ‘at scale’ [25]. The Web
is a treasure trove of archival data some of which are publicly available while others, for both
privacy and commercial reasons, are proprietary. In the remainder of this section, we discuss
our efforts to use data from the Web to understand the assembly of scientific teams working on
research proposals and publications as well as the assembly of teams in massively multi-player
online role-playing games.

......................................................
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structural signatures. These statistical techniques can be considered as the equivalent of a
statistical MRI to discern the extent to which specific structural signatures are more (or less)
likely to be observed in the network than one would expect by random chance. Exponential
random graph models (ERGMs), also known as p∗ models, have emerged as a prominent and
promising effort to test complex network hypotheses [50,51]. In p∗ models, the network data are
represented as a large multi-graph with many types of actors and many relations. In addition, we
have attribute information on the actors. We assume that these quantities are random variables
‘tied together’ by the theoretical concerns under study. As shown in figure 1, hypothesized
team assembly mechanisms have unique structural signatures (for a review of all structural
signatures, see [34]). For instance, if the assembly were motivated by balance, one would expect
to observe more transitive triads than one would expect by chance. The general form of the class
of (homogeneous) ERGMs is as follows:
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(a) Assembly of scientific teams

A major barrier to understanding and explaining the role of the Web in team assembly is
finding a suitable research environment. This environment would be one in which geographically
distributed individuals are assembling in teams of varying sizes to accomplish a variety of tasks
over varying durations. It would be one in which their actions, interactions and transactions are
captured with precise time-stamps. Their individual and team outcomes would be recorded with
well-defined metrics.
Massive multi-player online role-playing games (MMORPGs) offer a research environment
that meets all of these requirements. MMORPGs have over 1.185 billion registered virtual world
accounts and generated approximately $22.5 billion revenue in 2011. Players choose a character

......................................................

(b) Assembly of teams in massively multi-player online role-playing games
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Three studies [54–56] of about 20 million research articles recorded in the Web of Science database
over five decades and an additional 2.1 million patent records over three decades found four
important facts. First, for virtually all fields, research is increasingly done in teams. Second,
teams typically produce more highly cited research than individuals do (accounting for selfcitations), and this team advantage is increasing over time. Third, teams made up of people
from different disciplines have an even higher impact than teams comprising individuals of a
single discipline. And, fourth, teams made up of people from different disciplines at different
geographical locations have even higher impact than teams comprising individuals at a single
location. In what might seem a contradictory finding, in a study of projects funded by the
US National Science Foundation, Cummings & Kiesler [9] report that projects which are more
interdisciplinary and geographically distributed are less likely to be successful than those which
are less interdisciplinary and geographically co-located. This seeming paradox is resolved when
one recognizes that most interdisciplinary and geographically distributed teams are not very
successful, but those that are succeed spectacularly. And it is only those success stories that
appear as publications in the Web of Science. It is clear therefore that the assembly of a team has
a strong bearing on its performance. But there is clearly more than team members’ disciplinary
background and geographical location that explain the variation in their success. Findings such
as these have spurred a burgeoning interest in understanding ‘team science’ [57]. This field of
inquiry, sometimes referred to as the Science of Team Science [58], is particularly focused on
trying to explain why some teams are more effective than others based on their affiliations
(reflected, for instance, by links among their websites), prior collaborations (reflected, for instance,
by co-authorship gleaned from bibliometric databases), and common interests (reflected, for
instance, by similar use of concepts obtained by keywords in publications or by text mining their
documents). The emergence of this area of scholarship was directly influenced by the availability
of digital data on the Web. Indeed, the momentum in this field is on the verge of a tipping point
because of a major commitment by the US National Institutes of Health to fund a national research
networking initiative that is making much of these data available using the linked open data
standards [59].
A recent study conducted by our team [60] investigated the assembly mechanisms on a
sample of 1103 successful and unsuccessful grant proposals submitted to two US National Science
Foundation interdisciplinary programmes during a recent 3 year period. Our results indicate that
individuals have a greater likelihood of assembling a proposal team with those with whom they
have high levels of prior co-authorship and citation relationships. However, when we analysed
separately the assembly mechanisms for successful and unsuccessful proposals, we found that
individuals have a greater likelihood of assembling a successful proposal team with those with
whom they have high levels of prior co-authorship, but low levels of prior citation relationships.
This suggests that successful team outcomes are related to individuals who have developed a
good working relationship (higher levels of prior co-authorship) but continue to draw upon
different intellectual communities (hence the lower level of citation relationships).

8
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Advances in the Web have made substantial progress in enabling synchronous as well as
asynchronous collaboration tools. Unlike previous decades where the options for potential
team members were limited, the ability to communicate and collaborate with anyone, anytime,
have opened a plethora of new opportunities. While the Web makes it possible for us to
communicate and collaborate with anyone, we are still exploring Web-based tools that will help
us identify with whom we might want to communicate and collaborate. Efforts in this area have
focused on the development of recommender systems [64]. While most systems focus on making
recommendations about books, movies and other products/services, there has been a small but
growing interest in the implementation of systems that make recommendations about connecting
with other people. Some of these systems make recommendations based on attributes of the

......................................................

6. Enabling effective team assembly using recommender systems
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(such as a scout, mage or a priest) and assemble into teams in order to accomplish quests and
raids to kill monsters or obtain other in-game resources. While these games vary in theme and
setting, they all entail individuals taking on complex tasks for which they often need to assemble
into teams with others who have complementary skills. As a result, in an article in Harvard
Business Review, Reeves et al. [61, p. 60] observed that, ‘despite their fantasy settings, these online
play worlds—sometimes given the infelicitous moniker MMORPGs (for “massively multiplayer
online role-playing games”)—in many ways resemble the coming environment. . . and thus open
a window onto the future of real-world business leadership’. Hence, they argue that these online
environments are in fact the ideal ‘online laboratories’ to understand and enable how we will use
the Web to assemble into teams in the foreseeable future.
Over the past 5 years, we have built partnerships with the developers of several major
MMORPGs in the USA, Europe and China. These partnerships have given us access to
anonymized server logs maintained by the developers of these games. These logs chronicle every
single action (such as making an in-game product such as a weapon or a potion), interaction
(such as who is chatting with whom or broadcasting a message to a team) and transaction (such
as buying a weapon or gifting a wardrobe item to another player) carried out in the game.
These digital traces’ size can be extremely large. Our team is working with a dataset that is
over 40 terabytes! Here, again, we face challenges in developing algorithms to extract network
relationships accurately from the corpus of digital traces [62].
This research has provided new insights into why people choose to team up with specific other
individuals and with what implications for their performance. Our recent research [63], using
the ERGM/p∗ modelling techniques described earlier, indicates that team assembly is strongly
influenced by theories of balance (we assemble into teams with friends of our friends), homophily
(we assemble into teams with others of similar age and experience within the game), proximity
(we are 22.6 times more likely to assemble into teams with someone who is within 50 km of us
offline than those between 50 and 800 km). Curiously, we found a lack of evidence for gender
homophily. Upon further analysis, we discovered that homophily was supported for men who
liked to assemble into teams with other men. But homophily was not supported among women
who also liked to assemble into teams with men! Ethnographic research helped us solve this
puzzle. While many women play in these MMORPGs because they enjoy it, our ethnographic
research indicated that several women play these games simply because it is their only chance to
engage with their male significant others who are addicted to the game. As a result, rather than
play with others of their own gender, women were more likely to assemble into teams with their
male significant others.
Taken together, the theoretical models, analytic techniques and empirical data discussed thus
far in this study have the potential to generate substantial new insights into the factors influencing
the assembly of teams in general, and the assembly of effective teams in particular. The final step
would be to leverage our understanding of team assembly to help enable more effective team
assembly. Recommendation systems, discussed in §6, serve as a vehicle to implement theoretically
guided and empirically validated team assembly strategies.
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This article has attempted to argue that Web science is particularly well suited to help us both
understand and enable the assembly of teams—a challenge of paramount importance in helping
us address societal challenges. This is a particularly opportune moment for Web science to serve
a catalytic role because it offers the ideal incubator for significant interdisciplinary intellectual
investment in four areas. First, as argued earlier, it offers an unprecedented opportunity to
leverage—and extend—the corpus of multiple social scientific theories, operating at multiple
levels, that contribute to the assembly of effective teams. Second, the specification of these MTML
models has motivated the development of new network analytic methods and models (such
as ERGM/p∗ ) to untangle the structural signatures reflecting the contributions of each of the
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people who are recommended. For instance, a person might be recommended because they have
the requisite expertise [65,66]. For instance, Cosley et al. [67] have developed tools that examine
a user’s interests to recommend potential contributions they can make to community-based
resources, such as Wikipedia. While this might work when recommending a user to a Wikipedia
entry, it might not be effective when recommending a user to another person.
Algorithms based solely on expertise detection are not likely to be effective, because there
is compelling evidence that people are not motivated to forge ties with others based solely on
their expertise. An article in Harvard Business Review titled ‘Competent jerks, lovable fools, and
the formation of social networks’ provides compelling evidence [68]. Some systems recommend
people based on looking for people similar to the user. In the context of team assembly, similarity
may not be the primary or even secondary goal; diversity in expertise and background and
other social factors influence assembly of effective teams. Ounnas et al. [69] developed algorithms
for recommending groups in undergraduate classes leveraging semantics to match people with
similar interests while diversifying team composition based on the roles that individuals are
inclined to play in groups (e.g. leader, implementer, etc.).
In response to these concerns, some recommender systems have incorporated a social
component, which incorporates information from one’s social network in making these
recommendations [70–73]. Golbeck and others [74–76] have leveraged social relationships
to make recommendations by inferring trust among users. In general, contemporary
recommendation systems do not implement algorithms that take into account the semantics that
characterize an individual’s expertise, nor the social network assembly mechanisms that tie the
user to a potential recommendation. This limitation is not surprising, because it has been very
difficult to gain access to users’ semantic and social network data.
However, the recent explosion in linked open data has unleashed new opportunities for
developing a new generation of social network-enriched recommender systems [77]. These
network data will enable recommender systems to use the parameters estimated in the statistical
models for effective team assembly described in §4 to make recommendations for team assembly.
From a technical standpoint, one can think of this effort as an exercise in link prediction. Link
prediction models assume that the observed network has incomplete data (missing links) and
therefore use techniques to predict the presence of links that are in the actual network but may not
have been observed. Applying these techniques to an observed network that has complete data
will result in the prediction of links that are not missing but ought to be there. These predicted
links are, in essence, the recommended links. Recent reviews suggest that link prediction models
fall into three categories: node-wise similarity, network topology such as the Katz method, and
probabilistic models such as the relational Bayesian methods [78,79]. Preliminary results [80]
indicate that recommendations made using ERGM/p∗ models performed superior to models
based on node-wise similarity, network topology (using the Katz method) and probabilistic
models (using the relational Bayesian methods). This is particularly encouraging because it
demonstrates that models grounded in social science theory about why we assemble in effective
teams with others are superior to recommendations based on techniques that are driven purely
by statistical models bereft of theoretical grounding.
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